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Introduction: The crystal structure of silica minerals is very sensitive to both pressure and temperature. Their 

petrologic occurrences and phase tansformation in meteorites are useful for reconstructing the thermal history of the 

meteorite parent body. Silica minerals in HEDs are dominated by tridymite, quartz and some other minor phases. 

The genesis of tridymite and quartz are poorly understood. As for tridymite, some authors proposed a formation 

mechanism of post-crystallization during reheating and partial melting [1-2], whereas an igneous origin was also 

suggested [3]. As for quartz, there seems to be a consensus that it was transformed from tridymite during cooling [4-

5]. NWA 6594, a type 5-6 unbrecciated basaltic eucrite,  contains abundant tridymite and quartz (5–6 vol. %).  This 

offers us opportunities to look into the genesis of tridymite and quartz in HEDs. 

Results: Tridymite in NWA 6594 is dominated by monoclinic phase and usually occurs as irregular porous in-

terstitial masses. Orthorhombic tridymite can only be found in large laths (0.3–1.5 mm), occurring as polysynthetic 

twin with monoclinic phase. Tridymite contains some minor elements (Al2O3: 0.2–0.4 wt%; FeO: 0.1–0.5 wt%; K2O: 

0.1–0.2 wt%). Quartz is smooth and show embayed or irregular fractured structures, scattered throughout tridymite 

groundmass. It is poor in Al and K but has Fe comparable to that of tridymite. Both tridymite and quartz ocurr in 

mesostasis, coexisting with plagioclase and pyroxene grains with augite lamellae. A few quartz patches enclosing 

pyroxene with exsolution lamellae are found in mesostasis area. 

Discussion and Summary: The occurrence of quartz in tridymite groundmass reflects either crystallization 

from tridymite during cooling, or remnant of partial melting associated with reheating. Arguments presented bellow 

support a remnant origin, rather than crystallization from tridymite of quartz: (1) If quartz formed by structural in-

version of tridymite, hackle fractures or voids caused by molar volume contraction are expected [6-7], because tri-

dymite is less dense than quartz. Quartz from NWA 6594 is smooth, without any regular fracture, against an origin 

from tridymite. (2) Crystallization or skeletal growth of quartz in tridymite would lead to euhedral to subdural crys-

tals with regular edges [6-7]. This is at odds with the embayed or fractured structures of quartz, also in support of a 

remnant origin. (3) Amorphous silica are found around apatites within tridymite, but absent for those in contact with 

quartz. This kind of amorphous silica are best explained by depolymerization of the silicate melts due to participate 

of phosphate during melting [8], implying a partial melting origin of tridymite.  

On the basis of observations above, coupled with the petrographic relationship between quartz and pyroxene, it 

follows that the quartz from NWA 6594 was crystallized during thermal metamorphic cooling. Both interstitial and 

large laths tridymite were products of post-crystallization during reheating and partial melting, whereas the latter 

crystallized from migrated silica-rich melts with higher temperature. This has an important implication to the ther-

mal history of Vesta. NWA 6594 belongs to the group of unbrecciated eucrites, whose impact reheating  ages clus-

tered around ~4.48 Ga [9]. The ambient temperature of Vestan crust at ~4.48 Ga, at least in part, would have cooled 

down below 870 °C, the upper stability temperature of high quartz [10]. 
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